ArmorVax: The Future of Vaccinations

ArmorVax brings convenience, speed, and accuracy by streamlining the multi-step vaccination process for consumers and offering a medical provider web portal with customization and immunization reporting at the click of a button.

Medical providers, say goodbye to long lines, stacks of paperwork, and added hours of data entry. ArmorVax collects all required medical information from the patient directly for verification. At the end of the day, all vaccination records can be downloaded for importing into the required registry for tracking.

Expediting the vaccination process and reducing your administrative burden.

Mobile App for Consumers

Easy to use mobile app for patients to locate a provider, schedule an appointment, and create a personalized QR Code for identification.

Web Portal for Providers

The provider portal is your gateway to customizing appointment times, prescreening questions and downloading files.
A program designed to increase throughput, decrease cost.

ArmorVax was developed to bridge the gap between medical providers, patients, and administrators by streamlining the vaccination process and providing innovative technology to capture data, track, and report patient immunizations.

ArmorVax offers medical providers the ability to collect patient information, customize prescreening questions, show available appointment times, and complete a virtual check-in. It also integrates with existing Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and Immunization Information System (IIS) software for easy downloading and importing. The end result is increased patient throughput and decreased hours of data entry saving you significant time and money.

Why ArmorVax?

**Cost savings**
With ArmorVax patients can schedule their own appointment, provide consent and enter insurance information directly into the app, saving your office time and money on data entry.

**Customizable platform**
Create customized prescreening and patient consent questions in the Provider Portal to ensure that you have all of the information that you need to administer the vaccine.

**Integration with existing software**
A key piece to ArmorVax for providers is its ability to integrate with existing Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and Immunization Information System (IIS) software.

The ArmorVax Process

**ARMORVAX APP**
Screening, Consent, Patient Information, Scheduling, Queuing, Documentation, Filing

**Patient Arrives**
**Check-In & Vaccination**
**Patient Waits**

What ArmorVax Offers

- ONLINE SCHEDULING AND PAYMENT PROCESSING
- DAILY DOWNLOAD OF RECORDS FOR IMPORTING TO EMR
- CUSTOMIZED PRESCREENING AND PATIENT CONSENT QUESTIONS
- REDUCED STAFF TIME FOR DATA ENTRY